
EDUCATION
Copenhagen Institute of 
Interaction Design 
Bergamo IT | 9/2024 to 8/2025

MDes in Interaction Design

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor MI | 9/2015 to 4/2019

BA in Art & Design
BS in Information Science

SINDHU GIRI Portfolio: www.sindhugiri.com
Email: sindhgir@umich.edu
Phone Number: (408)-504-2663

SKILLS
Visual
     Typography
     Color Theory
     Design Systems

User Experience
     User Research
     Wireframing 
     Usability Testing  

Technology
     Web Development
     Digital Analytics 
     Prototyping 

Industry Practices     
     Design Reviews
     Agile Methodologies   
     Cross-functional Teams

Tools + Software    
     Figma
     Adobe Creative Suite 
     Sketch/InVision
     Jira/Azure DevOps
     HTML/CSS
     Python

EXPERIENCE
Conductiv - User Experience Designer 
San Francisco Bay Area, CA| 1/2023 to 1/2024

 -   Led design for over five product lines within Conductiv’s healthcare, supply 
chain platform. Solutions ranged from existing feature iterations to entirely new 
products which opened up new markets for Conductiv.  
 -   Significant contributor in cross-functional trio. Engaged in every stage of 
product development from user research to final implementation. 

Serve Robotics - Product Designer 
San Francisco Bay Area, CA| 2/2022 to 7/2022

 -   Designed tools and interfaces used for autonomous robotic delivery. Adapted 
to a fast paced startup environment by quickly iterating on designs when needed 
and prototyping with engineers directly. 
 -   Immersed myself in the domain by conducting on-site usability testing with 
robot pilots and observing robotic deliveries taking place.

Transamerica - Intermediate Digital Designer
Denver, CO | 11/2020 to 2/2022

 -   Spearheaded the design for the Agent Experience (AX) platform. Gained a 
deep understanding of the life insurance domain by conducting user research on 
my own and partnering with subject matter experts.
 -   Contributing member of Transamerica’s design system guild. Designed new 
components per needs across all the product suites.

GE Aviation - User Experience Designer
Detroit, MI | 9/2019 to 2/2020

 -   Led the UX design for Digital Network Analytics (DNA), the most used 
application in the company’s supply chain pillar. Designed for two critical 
features used on the application.
 -   Served as the liaison between a co-located engineering team and a remote 
design team. Established meeting rhythms to keep all team members in the loop. 

MENTORSHIP
CareerFoundry - UX Mentor
Remote | 6/2022 to current

 -   Providing video feedback on assignments based upon defined rubric 
requirements. Hosting one on one video sessions with students to clarify their 
design questions. Advising students on industry best practices. 

Chegg - UX Design Technical Expert 
Remote | 3/2021 to 12/2021

 -   Mentoring students one on one from three different UX Design bootcamp 
curricula. Grading assignments and providing feedback for improvement. 
Answering technical and career questions in office hours.

CERTIFICATIONS
Google - Data Analytics
3/2024 to current

Scrum Alliance - Certified 
Scrum Product Owner
3/2024 to current


